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Airfoils and Aspect Ratios

going together . . . a high-powered Stits "Playboy", for example. Keep in mind, though, that we must make com- parisons on a basis of similar power-to-weight ... 
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Airfoils And Aspect Ratios By Herschel Smith, EAA 11787 306 Welch's Point Road



Milford, Conn.



M ing an airfoil section that will be right for the performance characteristics aimed at in a new design. HowUCH GOOD information is available to aid in select-



ever, an important part of the selection problem has never really been spelled out. The missing fact is that certain airfoils should be used with certain aspect ratios. I can sum it up in one sentence: High aspect ratio wings go with high-lift airfoils, and low aspect ratio wings go with low-lift airfoils. If a plane is designed for climb, slow flight and high altitude, it will need a high aspect ratio to keep the span loading down and keep induced drag down at high angles of attack. It will also want a high-lift airfoil, to give good lift with minimum drag at those high angles of attack. If, on the other hand, a plane is designed for best cruise, a low aspect ratio wing is appropriate and a high-lift airfoil section is simply going to slow it down at cruise speeds without, in the absence of a high aspect ratio, yielding any compensating gain in terms of climb. Examples? The Aeronca K . . . two-place, 37 to 50 hp, 9 to 1 aspect ratio, and Clark Y section. Impossible as a cross-country ship, but it would really lift two people upstairs in amazing fashion considering its power. The Wittman "Tailwind" . . . two-place, aspect ratio about 5 to 1, and something like a 2409 section, and cruising at 135-plus on 85 hp!



There are, of course, many large transport aircraft using medium-lift sections with aspect ratios of 10 to 1, but here the flaps make the airfoil into a high-lift one



WHY NOT TRY THE "TURBI"? . . . (Continued from preceding page)



was born. The wing was covered and the fuselage finished over the next few months, with the rudder being the very last component built. All was covered by January, 1963, when our new daughter arrived in time to smell the dope seeping up from the depths. Our son was born during an earlier stage of building the "Turbi." Spring heralded the moving van with the wing inside heading for the airport. Silver dope and white butyrate was applied in the basement with a sponge roller and very satisfactory results. Roger Druine, the Parisian designer (aircraft, that is),



when needed. This is also true with the Turner T-40. Without flaps, a medium-lift airfoil and a high aspect ratio add up to only one advantage . . . long range at



moderate speeds, paid for with long take-off runs and sluggish climb. Some aircraft use a high-lift airfoil with low aspect ratio. The old Bird, the Stits "Flut-R-Bug" and the Piper "Apache" come to mind. This combination gives good short-field performance, and such planes break ground quickly. However, cruise speed is sacrificed and climb is little, if any, better than would be provided by the same wing with less camber. One more point that ought to be mentioned is that a thick airfoil is not, per se, a high-lift one. For example, a 4412 is more of a high-lift section than a 23018. Nonetheless, when you need a high-lift airfoil you will be well advised to select a thicker airfoil than if you were using a low-lift section. This is because you should normally be using the high-lift section on a high aspect ratio wing, and need the thick section for spar depth.



There are planes with performance which seem to contradict this rule of climb, high lift and high aspect ratio going together . . . a high-powered Stits "Playboy", for example. Keep in mind, though, that we must make comparisons on a basis of similar power-to-weight ratios. If you don't find the climb of a 50 hp Aeronca K very impressive, watch a Pietenpol with the same engine and



weight trying to get aloft.



were received within 10 days. I had decided to have a commercially licensed friend of mine do the initial flight, even though I had more than 200 hours of logged time. His two circuits were uneventful as I admired and strutted nearby. I shall never forget the sight of the first lift-off from where I stood, and had I flown it myself this would not be etched in my memory as it will always be. The "Turbi" was flown to the 1964 Rockford Fly-In where it made me quite proud to see that it was one of the most popular aircraft at the event. ®



had originally installed a heavy Bessier car engine, while



an English version had an in-line 62 hp Walter "Mikron." George Jacquemin, friend of all Canadian homebuilders, did a weight and balance on the aircraft, and we settled on a Continental C-85-12 with full electrical system. The 16 in. motor mount gave us acceptable balance. Said engine was installed and the great day of mating the fuselage to the wing arrived amid jolly cheers from onlookers and slave labor alike. By late summer, cowls had been fitted, and trim systems were installed along with the thousand and one jobs needed to complete the project. The Department of Transport inspector passed the finished effort with no hitches, and the necessary papers 20
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"Edith took the Miniplane and flew home to her mother."
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